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3. Results

• MicroRNA are short non-coding RNA which are essential for plant development
and function by down regulating target gene expression.
• In plants, miRNA bind to mRNA sequences of high complementarity leading to
cleavage at specific sites of the transcript.
• Therefore, miRNA targets can be experimentally identified in vivo using degradome
sequencing which captures all uncapped transcripts, including miRNA target
cleavage products1.
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Application to the A. thaliana targetome
Our pipeline was applied to study the collection of all genes regulated by miRNA in A. thaliana (A.
thaliana targetome).
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• Category 1: cleavage read is most
abundant on transcript
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most abundant, but greater than
the average abundance of reads
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• Degradome data from many publicly
available experiments are accessible
via degradome database, WPMIAS2.
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• Many miRNA targets are predicted for A. thaliana by multiple miRNA target
prediction programs, but few have been validated experimentally suggesting many
false positives

AIM: Are we able to develop a bioinformatic pipe to define
the scope of miRNA-target interactions in A. thaliana?
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o Highly conserved** (27 families)
o Brassicaceae specific (53 families)
o A. thaliana specific (132 families)
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2. Bioinformatic Pipeline
Web-based programs
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A. thaliana miRNA families were further grouped by conservation:
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Our pipeline was benchmarked against a set of 106 previously experimentally validated miRNAtarget interactions in the model plant species, Arabidopsis thaliana (A. thaliana), and was able to
identify 97 (92%) as Major targets.
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1. Introduction
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MiRNA targets are identified as Major and Minor
targets based on the Strength and Frequency of
their T-plots across multiple degradome
experiments

Retrieve mature miRNA
sequences from miRNA database3
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In-house R script
Predict miRNA targets and their
cleavage sites using target
prediction program4

Retrieve T-plots for predicted
targets across degradome
experiments from database 2
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based on T-plot
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Where,
C1 = number of Category 1 T-plots
C2 = number of Category 2 T-plots
nExp = number of degradome
experiments analysed
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4. Conclusion

• Many highly conserved miRNA families were identified with many Major targets per family.
• Few A. thaliana and Brassicaceae specific miRNA families had many Major targets per miRNA
family; many had few targets.
• The more conserved a miRNA is, the more likely it is to have a miRNA target.
Composition of the A. thaliana targetome using our bioinformatic pipeline. A) The overall number of Major, Minor and
predicted targets from all A. thaliana miRNAs retrieved from miRBase3. B) The distribution of Major targets across
conservation groups. C) The proportion of miRNA families with Major targets across conservation groups. D) The number
of Major targets per miRNA family across conservation groups.
**Conserved across multiple clades of land plants

• An improved understanding on the scope of the A. thaliana
targetome – there are 100s of targets and not 1000s as predicted
• Regulation of the A. thaliana miRNA targetome is correlated with
conservation – Highly conserved miRNA disproportionally
contribute to the targetome
• Development of a degradome based bioinformatic pipeline that
identifies miRNA target based on strength and frequency of T-plots.
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